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Abstract—The shift of the radio processing to the
cloud, through cloud Radio Access Networks (C-RAN)
technologies and of the cloud processing to the edge,
through edge computing, form the environment in which
5G systems are being implemented, fostered and
transformed from a future technology to a mainstream
one. By its nature, global optimization of the edge resource
deployment cannot by easily performed considering the
number and the diversity of the players that will be
involved in the edge computing arena. As a result, building
and maintaining more and more edge-located resources
for serving radio and application data will eventually lead
to increased cost and energy consumption and resource
underutilization. One way to overcome this predicament,
is through virtual resource consolidation, where separate
but efficiently interconnected edge resources appear as a
single computing entity, serving radio and application
data. In this context, we present the Virtual Elastic
Datacenters (VEDC) in the edge notion for 5G networks
that can alleviate these issues. We also describe an Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) based mechanism for the
placement of baseband and application processing loads in
a VEDC-based environment, and perform respective
experiments. We show that through VEDC resource
consolidation better quality services can be provided,
while improving resource efficiency.
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I.

resource

INTRODUCTION

The central office (CO) was, for decades, the main
“local” networking facility of the operator, where data
arrived and were switched to/from the end-users and
devices. The emergence of 5G networks and the promise
for increased performance in terms of capacity, latency
and other parameters, leads to the evolution of the COs
and their enhancement with new services and
responsibilities. In cloud Radio Access Networks (CRAN), the baseband processing for many cells becomes
centralized and is moved from the cell to the CO and to
the cloud, leading to performance improvements
through cell coordination and efficiency in terms of
throughput, energy and cost [1][2][3].
In the cloud arena, cloud providers utilize a
number of hyperscale datacenters deployed in several
locations around the world, interconnected over private
and public networking infrastructures [4][5], with the
latency experienced by users varying according to the
datacenter’s location and networking distance. On the
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other end, edge computing offers ultra-low latency and
high bandwidth cloud-computing services, by deploying
computing and storage entities at the edge of the
network. Edge computing is also viewed as an enabler
for the realization of the 5G use cases for IoT,
transportation, robots, smart-grids and other areas
[6][7][13], by handling both baseband and application
processing loads. In this way, the distinction between the
notion of a CO and that of an edge deployed microdatacenter almost disappears. M-CORD [8] is an open
source reference solution for carriers deploying 5G
mobile wireless networks, which provides a cloud-based
solution located at the edge, for executing virtualized
RAN functions (baseband unit - BBU), and
implementing virtualized mobile core (Virtual Evolved
Packet Core - vEPC) and mobile edge services (for
caching, security, billing etc). Today, several companies
are offering edge computing products [9].
The deployment of edge computing/storage entities
is expected to be driven by network operators, content
providers but also by other players, like owners of
buildings, stadiums and shopping malls that will operate
edge infrastructures in order to serve their own
computing needs. As a result, the global optimization of
the edge resources deployment cannot by easily
performed due to the plethora of edge computing
facilities and the diversity of the involved players. This
will at some point lead to resource fragmentation and
underutilization, as well as increased energy
consumption and reduced scalability and resiliency.
To address these issues, we consider a new paradigm of
edge computing infrastructure based on the dynamic and
virtual consolidation of edge/CO resources, sufficiently
interconnected in a programmable way, forming Virtual
Elastic Datacenters (VEDC) in the edge, and serving
both radio and application loads from multiple cells.
This is in contrast to the fixed cell-CO assignment
considered in most related works. A VEDC-based
environment will overcome the isolation and
underutilization of edge cloud resources and provide on
demand, low latency, scalable and resilient processing
and storage capacity on the edge. In this paper, we
explore this virtual resource consolidation vision for
edge computing and 5G, and identify the efficient
networking interconnection and the volume of baseband
and application traffic as critical for its realization. We
also present an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)

Figure 1 A multi-level VEDC-based architecture for serving baseband and application processing loads.

formulation for the assignment of baseband and
application loads to the VEDCs and to different level.
The ILP formulation aims at maximizing the size of the
application load being executed in the VEDC-based
architecture. This is subject to constraints on each level’s
networking and computation capacities, for different
sizes of the respective baseband and application traffic.
We show that through this edge resource aggregation,
better quality services can be provided, while resource
utilization and efficiency are also improved.
Figure 1 illustrates an example multi-level VEDC-based
architecture. Baseband loads (different colored-lines)
originating from various cells are processed from BBU
units, while the processing of the application data these
loads carry, is performed by APP units. Usually, each
cell has a fixed assignment to a particular CO at each
level: Level 1 has three COs, Level 2 has two COs and
Level 3 has one, serving four cells. The different levels
match the way metro/aggregation networks are typically
organized, e.g., with access COs, main COs and core CO
[1], with many (edge) resources of smaller capacity
operating at lower levels and few resources with larger
capacities at higher ones. As shown in Figure, in our
proposed VEDC-based approach, the resources (BBU
and APP units in the COs) are consolidated/aggregated
in a single VEDC or in multiple ones at each level,
serving both baseband and application loads from
multiple cells. The proposed resource aggregation
scheme has more impact on the lower levels of the
hierarchy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we report on networking and traffic issues
related to 5G. In Section III we describe the VEDC
vision. The ILP-based load assignment mechanism and
the respective simulation results are presented in
Sections IV and V, respectively. Finally, Section VI
concludes our paper.
II.

NETWORKING AND TRAFFIC FLOWS IN 5G

In cloud-RANs (C-RANs), the network segment
connecting the remote radio head (RRH), where the
antenna is located, to the baseband processing units

(BBU) pool, in the Central Office (CO), is called
fronthaul and its capabilities and efficiency are key to the
5G networks success. The computing resources used for
the baseband processing can by either generic resources
(e.g. servers or virtual machines) [10] or specialized
hardware (e.g., FPGA, ASIC) [2].
C-RAN achieves economies of scale, by having one
location serving multiple cells (RRHs) with dynamic
associations between RRHs and BBUs, based on traffic
[3] or the coordination taking place among adjacent cells
to reduce signal interference and improve efficiency [1].
The types of baseband-related interfaces and
respective traffic flows identified in the C-RAN
fronthaul network segment include: CPRI (Common
Public Radio Interface) for encapsulating radio samples
between a RRH and a BBU, S1 for transporting user and
control data, and X2 for the interconnection among
neighboring cells or respective BBU pools [3]. CPRI is
a constant bit rate (CBR) type of traffic that requires
higher data rates than the payload it carries. CPRI v7.0
bit rates range from 614 Mbit/s (Rate 1) up to 24330
Mbit/s (Rate 10) [11]. Also, CPRI has tight constraints
in terms of maximum latency, jitter and bit error rate
between the RRH and the BBU locations. Similarly, for
S1 traffic, latencies in the order of tens of milliseconds
(ms) are allowed, while X2 traffic requires delays below
1 ms in order to enable the various coordination schemes
[14].
The mentioned traffic characteristics, and especially
those of CPRI, make necessary the use of high capacity
dedicated network resources in the fronthaul. In
addition, the use of Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output
(MIMO) technologies results in even larger baseband
traffic flows, since multiple transmit and receive
antennas are simultaneously used.
An option being investigated in order to meet the
high capacity and low latency requirements in the
fronthaul is the use of various functional splits of the
operations performed in the RRH and the BBU [2][12],
ranging from the traditional fully distributed RANs,
where all processing takes place at the antenna’s

location, to the fully centralized C-RAN, where all
processing is performed at the BBU. A number of such
functional splits have been identified, each one defining
different trade-offs, related to processing, bandwidth and
latency. In the same context, a modified version of the
CPRI protocol, namely eCPRI [11], supporting the
concept of functional splits, has been recently presented.
eCPRI promises ~10 fold reduction of the required
bandwidth, scaling flexibly according to the user plane
traffic, while also it can utilize packet-based
technologies (e.g., Ethernet). In particular, the
packetization of the fronthaul traffic has many benefits
in terms of traffic handling but its application is up
against a number of difficulties, such as the overhead of
the packetization and de-packetization process [12].
The efficient consolidation of edge resources and the
realization of the Virtual Elastic Datacenters (VEDC)
vision, considered in our work and presented in the next
Section, requires a high capacity and flexible substrate
network. We expect that such a network will be
organized in a number of levels (see Figure 1) to also
match the different computing (of the edge devices) and
networking capacities, latencies and locations of the
equipment. The baseband processing loads will be able
to move in any level of this hierarchy, assuming that the
respective baseband traffic is comparable in size with the
application traffic it carries. New CPRI standards, such
as eCPRI, various functional splits, and the packetized
fronthaul indicate that a reduction of the baseband traffic
relative to the application traffic, will be possible in the
future. Also, other directions in support of the VEDC
vision is the multiplexing of fronthaul with other kind of
traffic (e.g., backhaul) and the integration of the
respective network segments into a unified network
substrate, driven by software defined networks and
network function virtualization [15].
Note that the ring topologies illustrated in Figure 1
are just an example, and any efficient (e.g., PON in the
case of optical) interconnection network could be used
to connect the edge computing facilities belonging to the
same level. The backhaul networks (i.e., the network
segment connecting the BBU pools to the internet) are
usually based on optical metro and core technologies and
architectures [16].

inefficiently used when serving the 5G baseband and
processing loads.
To address the problem, we present the notion of
Virtual Elastic Datacenters (VEDCs), a new paradigm of
edge computing in order to help support highly
demanding and dynamic 5G applications, such as those
that involve movable data sources (e.g., cars, drones)
that are sensitive to latency (Figure 2). VEDCs can be
used to reduce the complexities raised by the diversity of
the edge resources but also to improve the overall
performance and efficiency for 5G and edge computing,
executing both baseband and application processing
loads. VEDCs are composed of shared edge computing
and storage resources of various sizes and characteristics
that are consolidated into bigger entities. VEDCs
abstract the complexity and the dynamicity of the
underlying (cloud and network) infrastructures, while
improving the efficiency in the use of the resources.
Scalability and resiliency are achieved by transparently
adding or updating edge and network resources in a
VEDC (Figure 2), as demands in cells change (e.g. more
cars, drones and users generate traffic) or in case of
failures. We may assume that the resources illustrated in
Figure 2 correspond to Level 1 resources, with respect to
Figure 1, with more than one however VEDCs.
Also, VEDCs fit in the multi-layer architecture
described in Section II and presented in Figure 1, where
smaller, more dynamic (due to the dynamicity of their
constituent edge resources) but also offering lowering
latencies, VEDCs, are in the lower layers, with their size
and stability increasing at higher layers along with the
provided latency. Each layer can have multiple VEDCs,
while the number of layers and the capabilities of each
one may differ based on various performance
characteristics or the capabilities of the edge devices and
the networking infrastructure interconnecting them.
Also, under this VEDC based operation there is not a
computing facility dedicated to particular cells as the
BBU hotel, but instead any VEDC with any
characteristics (static and dynamic) can be utilized for
this purpose, e.g. based on the latency constraints or the
current loads.

III. VIRTUL ELASTIC DATACENTERS FOR 5G
Edge devices range in size and capabilities: modular
data centers in shipping containers, micro datacenters,
specialized computing devices (FPGA, GPU), IoT
computing devices (e.g., Arduino, Raspberry Pi), or
even computing devices combined with heaters [17].
Their placement, usually very close to the end users,
makes them attractive for use in 5G networks. However,
the profound variability of the edge resource’s
characteristics, the fact that these may operate under
various administrative domains (from operators, to
building owners) and their unpredictable status may
result into many of these edge resources being

Figure 2 The VEDC paradigm of edge computing in 5G networks.

Of course, the realization of the VEDC vision
requires a number of components to be in place,
including the actual edge resources, which will
additionally have to be highly and flexibly (through
programmable networks) interconnected so as to
perform seamlessly as a single virtual datacenter. A
VEDC orchestrator is also necessary for the creation and
the updates of VEDCs, for their multi-layer operation
and the overall joint management of the resources and of
the workloads. These are in accordance with the 5G
roadmap for the integration of networking, computing
and storage resources into one programmable and
unified infrastructure [18].
IV.

LOAD ASSINGMENT IN VEDC-BASED EDGE

The baseband and application processing is
constrained by the available computation and
networking capacity. In a VEDC-based environment,
resources in each level are consolidated and shared
between different cells. So, the proposed VEDCs would
relax the computational constraints compared to the
fixed cell/RRH-CO assignment (Figure 1).
Also, baseband and application loads can be flexibly
assigned to the various resources, in the same and at
different levels. The network constraints affect the
traffic flows that can move upwards the hierarchy
(Figure 1). In particular, if the baseband and application
traffic loads are comparable in size, then it will be
possible that some of the baseband processing
(originating from a cell/RRH) is moved up in the
hierarchy in favor of serving (in lower levels) high
priority applications (originating from other cells/RRHs)
that require low latency. Also, serving application traffic
reduces the traffic load that is carried to higher levels or
even to the internet and the cloud.
Under these considerations, in what follows we
present an ILP formulation for assigning baseband and
application processing loads in a multi-level VEDCbased architecture, so as to maximize the size of the
application loads, originating from various cells, being
executed.
Table I – Processing load assignment in VEDCs, ILP formulation

ILP formulation
Input
C: Number of cells/RRH
L: Number of VEDC levels
Pc: Aggregated processing load from cell c
Nc: Baseband processing load from cell c
G: Array of percentage divisions of application processing
load
Q: Percentage of network traffic per application processing
unit
Rl: Aggregated VEDC processing capacity at level l
Wl: Network capacity at level l
vcmax, vcmin: maximum and minimum percentage of
application load from cell c executed in the VEDC layers

F: maximum number of levels where application
processing load can be executed
Ic: CPRI traffic network load originated from each cell c
Variables
Scgl: Boolean variable if cell’s c application processing
load is executed in percentage ∈ in VEDC-level l
Dcl: Boolean variable if a cell’s c BU processing load is
executed in VEDC-level l
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In the above ILP formulation, G is an array of
discrete possible percentages or fractions (e.g., 0.15,
0.25, 0.35, 0.45) of application processing load
executed in any level. Each entry of G may represent
part of an application’s total workload or the processing
load of a particular Virtual Network Function (VNF) for
that application. A number of VNFs for various 5G
applications (IoT, video services, traditional
broadband) and their static placement in the edge and in
the core cloud is illustrated in [19]. The objective of the
presented ILP formulation is to maximize application
load being executed in the VEDC-based architecture;
other objectives can also be considered, such as
minimizing the latency experienced by applications.
The values taken by the variables in the ILP solution
indicate the level in which baseband and application
loads are being processed. Also, constraint (1) ensures
that a cell’s aggregated application processing load
cannot be executed in more that F VEDC-levels.
Generally, a large value for F increases application
related transfers, but also in practice increases and
complicates application management operations.
Constraint (2) dictates that a cell’s baseband processing
load must be executed at a single level and single
VEDC, assuming each level is a VEDC. In constraint
(3) it is specified that a cell’s baseband processing load
will be executed in the same or a lower level than the
lowest execution level of the respective cell’s
application processing loads. Constraint (4) ensures that
the percentage of application processing load being

executed for each cell c is between the min and max
values received as input. Constraint (5) specifies that the
overall processing application load executed in each
level cannot by larger than the available capacity.
Finally, Constraint (6) ensures that the network capacity
constraints at each level are also satisfied.
V.

AP
AP
BU
BU

EXPERIMENTS

We performed a number of simulation experiments,
implementing the above ILP formulation and respective
scenario, using the python Pulp library and utilizing the
CPLEX LP/MIP solver.
In our experiments, we consider a number of
cells/RRHs whose baseband and processing load is
served by a three level infrastructure (as in Figure 1).
The computational and networking capacity increases in
each subsequent level, representing an environment
where multiple low capacity edge resources exist near
the end users and the cells, while higher capacity ones
operate in more central locations of the network. This of
course is reflected by the consolidated capacity of the
respective VEDCs, assuming one VEDC at each level.
The main parameter considered in the experiments was
the network load of the baseband traffic (CPRI traffic)
versus the size of the application-related traffic.
Figure 3 shows the number of baseband processing
loads (BU) executed in different levels of the hierarchy,
parametrizing the size of the baseband traffic versus the
respective application traffic. The BU loads are
indivisible and there is one-to-one relation of such loads
with their respective cells. The application computing
loads (AP) are actually the percentages of application
processing loads originating from various cells and
correspond to different users or application processing
operations (e.g. in the form of Virtual Network
Functions). When baseband and application network
traffic flows are of similar size (1x) then there is a lot of
flexibility, meaning that applications loads can be
executed in lower levels so as to reduce the respective
application latency, while baseband loads (belonging to
different cells) can also be executed in higher levels,
assuming that the latency constraint of the application
traffic these carry is not so strict. However, as the
baseband network traffic becomes larger in relation to
the application traffic (10x, 100x) then the referenced
flexibility is reduced, and baseband loads are executed
in lower layers, while few applications loads of larger
size (Figure 4) are executed in higher levels. This is
because by executing baseband loads in lower levels, the
resulting application loads (that originate from the same
cell) have lower traffic sizes that can be
served/transferred by the network. The latter cases
(>10x, 100x) in particular correspond to the basic CPRI
protocol, while the former cases (1x, <10x) form the
target of eCPRI and of other related methods for
transferring baseband traffic (e.g., using packetization).
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AP AP AP AP AP AP
AP AP AP AP AP AP
BU BU BU AP AP AP
BU
AP AP AP
AP AP AP
BU BU BU
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Figure 3 Baseband (BU) and application (AP) processing loads
executed in the levels of the VEDC-based architecture under various
baseband versus application traffic size ratios: 1x, 10x, 100x.

Figure 4 shows the total size of baseband and
application processing loads that are executed in all
levels, parametrizing again the size of the baseband
traffic versus the respective application traffic. Figure 4
actually shares similar information with Figure 3. In all
cases the baseband processing loads executed remain the
same since these must be executed in the edge
computing infrastructure, while fewer application loads
in size (Figure 4) and in number (illustrated as the #app
loads line in Figure 4 and as AP boxes in Figure 3) are
executed. This means that the high volume baseband
network traffic leads in prioritizing baseband loads.

Figure 4 The total size of baseband and application processing loads
and the number of applications loads that are executed in the levels of
the VEDC-based architecture under various baseband versus
application traffic size ratios: x1, x10, x100.

The benefits of the VEDC-based operation are
exhibited in Figure 5, where we compare the total load
executed in the edge computing infrastructure when
resources in each level are consolidated/aggregated,
forming a VEDC or not. In the former case resource
sharing between different cells adds more flexibility in
serving the loads and increases the utilization efficiency
of the resources in lower levels. In the particular
experiment illustrated, in the VEDC/aggregated
scenario, all loads are served by the first two levels of
the hierarchy.
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Figure 5 The total size of baseband and application processing loads
that are executed in a multi-level edge computing architecture where
consolidation/aggregation is applied in the form of VEDC or not.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented a new paradigm of edge
computing based on the dynamic and virtual
consolidation of edge resources, sufficiently
interconnected in a programmable way, forming Virtual
Elastic Datacenters (VEDC) in the edge and serving
both radio and application loads. The efficient
assignment of baseband processing and application
loads in a multi-level VEDC-based architecture is of
major importance. We also described an ILP based
mechanism for deciding such assignments and
performed respective simulation experiments. We
illustrated the benefits of the VEDC aggregation in
terms of resource utilization efficiency and the
importance of the relation between baseband and
application traffic sizes, in serving the respective loads
in a multi-level hierarchy. The reduction of baseband
traffic’s volume is the target of eCPRI, which as
illustrated by our results, can increase the flexibility in
using the computing resources deployed in the edge.
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